Coach Flyer

While Princeton might be most famous for its outstanding academics and vibrant atmosphere, we know that you probably want a little more to appreciate in your spare time during PUMaC. From art museums to board games, we hope you can get a taste of the colorful life at Princeton in your short time with us by partaking in some of the great pastimes below!

1 Activities

Feel like getting out and about in your time on campus? Then maybe one of the following open, free activities will interest you!

1. **Art Museum:** Feel like exploring the entire world in just a couple steps? Walking back 20 to 200 to 2000 years in a single hour? Look no further than the Princeton University Art Museum! This unforgettable beauty of a collection boasts 92,000 works of art, each unique in its form and style. Even if you are not an art aficionado, give the Art Museum a try: it will change your mind! *Free admission; opens at 10:00*

2. **Talk by Professor Po-Shen Loh - Why and How to Learn Math:** CMU Professor Po-Shen Loh gives a talk on the uses and importance of learning math, as well as some of the best ways to approach learning math. *Campus Club, 10:30–12:00*

3. **Campus Club:** Want to meet the other wonderful coaches helping to make PUMaC the amazing event it is from year to year? Walk over to Campus Club, relax, and snack on some coffee and treats! *Campus Club*

4. **Orange Key Tours:** Take a tour of Princeton’s campus! You’ll learn about the facilities on campus, get a sense of the 250-plus years of history and traditions that only Princeton can claim, and hear some fun facts and anecdotes. Your student tour guide will describe the campus beyond the stimulating classes, renowned faculty, and world-class resources at Princeton. *(Tours leave from the Welcome Desk on the Frist 100 Level at 13:00 and 15:30.)*

5. **Princeton Chapel:** Oftentimes, when you step onto campus, you are overwhelmed by the serenity and beauty surrounding you. But nowhere is that more evident than in the Princeton Chapel. Take a few minutes to check out this extraordinary work of architecture, if you were not able to do so on Orange Key.

6. **Frist Campus Center:** Want to play a game of pool and grab a bite to eat? If so, nowhere is better than Frist Campus Center: home of pool tables, Small World Coffee, and other convenience stores.

7. **Poe Field:** Feeling even more energetic? If you and other coaches are looking for the spot to play a sport or take a stroll, Poe Field is perfect for you! Featuring a great patch of greenery and a path, Poe Field caters to all activities!

8. **Student Performances:** Come watch three student performance groups – the Princeton Juggling Club, Sympoh (Princeton’s urban arts crew), and Fuzzy Dice (Princeton’s improv comedy group) – before awards! *Performances will be held after Live Round and before Awards in McCosh 50 for A Division and McCosh 10 for B Division.*
2 Coffee Shops

Feel more like enjoying a cup of warm, delicious coffee (or tea) on a chilly fall day? Grab a drink at one of our great coffee shops below!

1. **Small World Coffee**: A small coffee shop with a homely feel where local art adorns the walls. Also serves up pastries, wraps & more. *Two locations:* (i) *Off campus:* 254 Nassau Street; (ii) *On campus:* Frist Campus Center

2. **Rojo’s Roastery**: A similar local coffee specialist and roaster dispensing beverages plus baked goods. 33 Palmer Square W

3. **Starbucks**: Your standard Starbucks coffee: serving it up Princeton style. All the same drinks and snacks that you have come to love. 100 Nassau Street

3 Afternoon Mini Events

1. **Talk by Professor Noga Alon**: “The early work of Condorcet in the 18th century, and that of Arrow and others in the 20th century, revealed the complex and interesting mathematical problems that arise in the theory of Social Choice, showing that the simple process of voting leads to strikingly counter-intuitive paradoxes. I will describe some of these, focusing on several recent intriguing examples.” McCosh 10, 13:30–14:30

2. **Math Department Q&A**: Join Professor Mark McConnell and current Princeton math majors in a Q&A session about majoring in math and math at Princeton. McCosh 10, 14:45–15:30

3. **PUMaC Puzzle Hunt**: Run around campus solving puzzles to win prizes! Coaches are welcome to participate. *First clue given in East Pyne 111, 14:30–15:50*

4. **Board Games and Chess**: Come play board games and chess with participants and Princeton students! McDonnell 100 Level, 14:00–15:50

5. **Math Bowl**: Sixteen teams will compete against each other in the Math Bowl tournament. Questions will range from mental to advanced math and include mathematicians, science, and pop culture! *Coaches may not compete but are welcome to spectate. Teams should sign up at the PUMaC Info Desk in Frist MPR at 13:15.*

*Many thanks to our generous sponsors:*